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There are several online tour websites which offer services to the people with physical disabilities,
mental illness and developmental disabilities, for special needs vacation. But Spend Down is the
only one, which allows people who have disabilities the ability to buy credits/points and gradually
save for a trip.  Points are purchased over time and do not fit into the definition of resources by the
SSI and Federal Code of Regulations.  Other guided tour companies offer vacation packages for
individuals with MR/DD/ID however none are a full service travel agency who can gear a specialized
trip to your clients/consumers. 

SpendDown sells points to the members of its websites.  Points are non-refundable credits to use
on the website for a variety of travel and products.  The agency is specialized in putting together
trips for individuals and their staff to destinations such as Disneyland, Vegas, Hawaii, Cruises and
more: special needs vacation is their speciality. Points may also be redeemed for gift cards to major
retailers and can be used in the on-line store: using Google technology, one can purchase millions
of items.  Individuals with disabilities & their care providers can shop in the comfort of their home
without the need for debit card & credit card.  

Spend Down is committed to supplying premium vacation choices for people with developmental
disability and accommodating special desires and wishes.  They allow staff to travel free with their
travelers and offer a chance to see the world in a supportive environment. 

Spend Down is a superb chance for personal development, socialization and fun in a secure
environment.  The expert staff have decades of experience working with individuals with special
needs.  Customized trips to far off exotic lands or weekend getaways to the coast or a spa retreat
with the ladies: its all possible with the convenient site.

SpendDown offers a platform for case managers, home managers, organizational payees,
managers, program managers, guardianships, MR/DD staff & others who help individuals with
disabilities to easily shop for travel and goods. The platform offers a simple and easy to use solution
to make shopping easy and travel dreams a reality.  By using the site, Vacation for special needs
can take place at a time and place that is right for the client. 

Log-in to the SpendDown.com site and buy points on behalf of their clients.  Points never expire and
can be redeemed in the comfort of home. Shopping from home has never easier.  SpendDown
helps you to manage your accounts easily from one interface so an individual can save for a trip of a
lifetime or shop in the comfort of home!
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